
The Street Corton,
Suffolk NR32 5HS

We have a reputation for designing functional spaces that enhance style and character. Our extensive
selection of quality fabric, timber and finishes, reflect our obsession with beautiful interiors, allowing us
to make your design ideas a reality.

01493 738440
info@simpletouchdesigns.com



Commercial
Transform your restaurant or bar into not just a dining or
drinking experience, but to a ‘must go to’ location.

All about simple ergonomics & flow, we can create a
comfortable & functional environment. We understand how
to maximise comfort & the customer journey whilst ensuring
maximum retail inefficiencies.
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Simple Touch Designs was born in Durban, the company grew up in Johannesburg and has now
matured to the UK. but Our Head Designer Audrey (The Heart of the Company) graduated in 2006
top of the class in Johannesburg and 2nd in South Africa, she has been working as an expert in our
field since 2007.

Simple Touch South Africa opened March 2015. From a small dining room table that was then
upgraded to a wooden shed our future foundations were laid.

We acquired our first commercial showroom in 2016 and have been growing ever since.

All of our designers have their own unique special styles but are more than capable of implementing
any style based of the needs of each of our clients by creating bespoke schemes from interpreting
the needs and wants of our clients.

About Us

Residential
Transform your house into a home.

Catering for the individual, we take the time to understand
your needs and wants by guiding you and bringing your
ideas to life. This is done simply by creative bespoke design
created just for you.

Leisure And Hospitality
Transform your Accommodation into a go to destination, a
destination that your customers will want to return to on a
regular basis.

The epitome of luxurious comfort, combined with
functionality for your guests can be achieved, whether on a
limited budget or targeting high end clientele. Our simplest
touches make the biggest impacts.
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